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Abstract-This paper is intended as a tutorial paper for a general scientific audience 
to introduce to users a unique methodology for accurately and realistically solving dy- 
namical systems which may be strongly nonlinear and involve stochastic processes in 
inputs, coefficients, or initial or boundary conditions and special cases such as linear, 
weakly nonlinear, deterministic. etc., as well. It has distinct advantages over pertur- 
bative or hierarchy methods and methods of numerical analysis and is applicable to 
algebraic equations (polynomial, transcendental, matrix). differential equations. sys- 
tems of coupled (nonlinear and/or stochastic) differential equations, and (nonlinear and/ 
or stochastic) partial differential equations. Because the methods are applicable to a 
very wide class of problems in physics. economics, biology and medicine. engineering 
and technology, the presentation is intended to be accessible to all rather than for applied 
mathematicians only. 
Frontier problems exist in physics, engineering, biology, medicine. economics, astro- 
physics, and other disciplines-in applications ranging from nuclear reactors, the fusion 
process, lasers, typhoons, tsunamis, computer chips, radar, turbulence, internal waves, 
solitons, compartmental analyses, behavior of the national economy, and many more 
which require sophisticated mathematical methods to even attempt to formulate, let alone 
solve. 
Their solutions -when the appropriate mathematical models are constructed-may 
depend on equations wherein present mathematical methods may not only require com- 
puters of fantastic power and speed but, even so, may yield solutions which are simply 
not correct or realistic. The equations modelling these applications may be ordinary al- 
gebraic (polynomial) equations starting from the linear or quadratic equation, familiar to 
every student, to higher order polynomials, transcendental or exponential equations, or- 
dinary differential equations, partial differential equations, systems of ordinary or partial 
differential equations, difference equations. and delay differential equations. The coef- 
ficients of these differential equations may be not only time and space dependent, but 
may be random processes. Finally, the equations may be nonlinear. If these latter two 
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effects are relatively insignificant. then existing methods may be adequate. In general, 
hovvever. they are not. Even mathematicians are often unaware that the methodology in 
constant use for decades can y,ield results departin g significantly from actual behavior. 
Why is this so’? 
Let us consider the behavior of a “system” vvith a certain input and output. Suppose 
the system behavior depends upon time. As a trivial example, suppose the system is the 
biochemical system called a “cou..” The input is grass: the output may be milk or beef. 
as the case may be. Let’s call the input x and the output J’ and represent the cow by the 
symbol X. Thus X acts on .r to give F. We call this y = %[.r] or simply J = XX. Now 
real systems such as the cow-in distinction to the models mathematicians. physicists. 
biologists. and economists like to assume-are neither linear or “almost” so (or “weakly 
nonlinear”) as it is common to say in justification of chnrrgi~~q plohlenrs to problem 
~\,hich ow sol~~nble. Nor are they determitzisric or almost so. Nor do they necessarily have 
the simple behaviors often ascribed to them because we are familiar with, for esample, 
a Gaussian process or a Brownian motion. 
Suppose we plot the (milk) output )’ as an ordinate on a graph and the input (grass) .Y 
as the abscissa. If we multiply the input by any constant k such as 2, or 3, or 17. do we 
necessarily get k times as much milk? If we did, we would have a straight line y = X-.\- 
and we would say we have a litzenr relationship, i.e., X is a linear system. Then the 
response varies linearly with the cause. In real life, cows are not linear. As we increase 
input, the cow will stop eating, or get sick, or die. Any physical system is nonlinear in 
general. Even a slight nonlinearity can produce new effects, as high fidelity music en- 
thusiasts know when a pure tone input produces harmonics. Linearity is a very special 
case when we have a linear or straight line relationship. If we limit our attention to a very 
small portion of the graph we are discussing. we can approximate the curve by a straight 
line and represent it as a linear system. Otherwise not. 
Worse than this, real systems involve randomness or stochasric behavior. In the above 
example, the input may be affected by weather. The cow may be affected by sickness, 
chemical sprays, or indisposition not attributable to any simple cause. Thus the system 
is stochastic as well as nonlinear. 
We are interested in an ability to solve any general nonlinear stochastic dynamical 
system not only because modelling frontier problems leads often to systems of (possibly 
partial differential) coupled equations which are nonlinear and/or stochastic but because 
all the simpler cases are special CNSPS solvable by the same methodology. Thus, just as 
litwar is a special case of tzotzlitzear, tletcrmini.stic is a special case of stochastic. This, 
and the fact that our equations are operator equations where the operator, such as X in 
the example above, may be algebraic, differential, or partial differential (multidimen- 
sional)-allows us to conceive of solving problems in such wide ranging and diverse 
applications as we have mentioned. 
In our equation y = XX we can think of X as an “operator” that “operates” on s, or 
as a processing system that processes .r, or as a “filter” that filters X. or as a transformation 
of X. We also model systems with differential equations such as dyidt = x(t). or d’yldt’ 
+ a dyidt -t @ = 0 or much more complicated equations where dF/dt means the rate of 
change of y with time and d’yidt’ means the rate of change of dy/dt. Such equations will 
be written in the general form 4~ = x where .Y or x_(t) may be a function of time, or time 
and space, which we will view as the input to a physical system with x(t) representing 
the output, and 3 a differential operator such as didt or a,,d”idt” + n,,- Id”-‘idt”-’ + 
. n,d/dt + no acting on x. The objective is to solve the differential equation, i.e., to 
find 4’ in terms of the given x when the operator 3, like X, may, in general, be nonlinear 
and stochastic. Most of the problems we are concerned with become a matter of solving 
such differential equations. 
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We have said we can have random or stochastic behavior in .3 or in .r (and can also 
have randomness in given initial or boundary conditions). For example. the ends (a. b) 
of a vibrating string may be specified as fi?ted so .((I) = I = 0. or. the behavior of 
the system at t = 0 may be zero, so J,(O) = 0. On the other hand these may be given 
functions or also random and specified statistically. 
In any of these cases where randomness exists. we cannot find x uniquely. We can 
then find only statistics of 1. We prefer the term “statistical measures” by, w,hich vve will 
refer to quantities such as the expected value or expectation or mean of J’, denoted by 
(I’) or E{y} or m , : or the variance of y, written vary, vvhich is a measure of the expected 
value of the deviation of v from its mean (y). This is written var .” = ((1 - (y))‘). Since 
.Y represents a fluctuating. or random, quantity, the concept of a mean value or a mean 
square deviation from the mean is physically clear. However, let us make it more precise 
without introducing mathematics difficult for the uninitiated to absorb. 
A rrr17dor77 \,ariablr is a function .r(o) which assigns values to each w over a certain 
range or set of w‘s just as a function .r(t) assigns values to every t in a certain set, e.g.. 
from 0 to x representing time. The essential difference is that w represents a possible 
outcome of a random experiment such as flipping a coin. Here we have tw’o outcomes, 
say wI and w2, in the possible set of o’s called a probability space, each of which can 
occur with a probability l/Z and to which we can assign numbers as x(o,) = 1 and .r(w2) 
= 0. A stocIlutic process, also called a t~tlcior~ fknctiotz, can be written .r(t, w) where 
w again represents an outcome on a probability space or a possible observation or trial 
and t represents time. (lt could just as well represent space or spacetime.) Thus for a 
SPEC~‘C. t, .r is an ordinary random variable. For a specific w. it is an ordinary function 
called a sclttlple ftrtzction, or waliwtion of the process. Thus a process is an ensemble or 
a whole set of possible realizations (or functions). Equivalently. it can be visualized as a 
whole set of random variables. The number of elements (random variables or realizations) 
can be finite or infinite. Fluctuating quantities such as a wave on the ocean or a particle 
in Brownian motion are represented by the mathematical notion of a stochastic process 
where each observation yields a different realization (time behavior, for example). 
As discussed, these quantities are described by various statistical measures (abbre- 
viated henceforth as s.m.). The expectation we mentioned previously is the average time 
behavior of all the realizations or time functions. The variance gives the spread from the 
mean or expectation. Since we can easily visualize two sets of realizations, one of which 
consists of very smooth ordinary looking functions, and another which consists of violently 
fluctuating realizations, both of which have the same mean and variance, it is clear that 
these s.m. are insufficient to describe the processes completely. A further useful and 
valuable s.m. is the covnricrtlce which gives us a description of the relative smoothness. 
Precisely for a real process, it is given by ([_v(t,) - (_r(tI))][x(tl) - (.r(t2)]), i.e., we consider 
time instants t, , tl. Multiply the difference between .Y at tl and the mean at t, with the 
difference between .r at t2 and the mean at t2 and take the mean, or expectation, of the 
product. If the means (x(t,)) and (s(t?)) are zero, the result is called the correlation. We 
will indicate the correlation by R(t, , t2) and the covariance by K(t,, t2). 
Returning to the general problem 3~ = .r, we must solve for y if the equation is entirely 
deterministic or for the s.m. such as mean and covariance of y, e.g., (y) and K,(t, , tz), 
if stochastic processes are involved in 9 or .Y (in which case x is really s(t, CO)), or finally 
in conditions on y(t, w), i.e., initial or boundary conditions. 
Suppose first that no randomness is involved and the operator is linear. To denote this 
let US use L for the operator to emphasize linear. If the operator is linear but randomness 
is involved, we have a stochastic operator [ 1 , 21, we will write 2 for the operator. (Thus 
cursive denotes stochasticity and printed letters denote determinism.) (Let’s assume initial 
conditions are zero, i.e., _Y or derivatives of J at t = 0 are zero.) Then. supposing no 
25-I 
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Ly = .K. 
The solution is _V = L - ‘x vvhere L - ’ is the inverse operator and can generally be written 
as an integral 
2’= r I(t, T).\‘(T) dT. (1) 
When one thinks about it. this is clear. If the operator L were simply didt. y would be 
the integral J-6 X(T) dy. i.e., the inverse of the differentiation is an integration. If L is 
something complicated involving differentiations and several terms. we get the form (I) 
where I(!, 7) is the Greerz’sfirrzction for L. Green’s functions and new methods for finding 
them are discussed in [I, 21. 
NOW let us consider a linear stochastic system 2~ = x. Formally we might write 
?’ = 2-‘.r, 
but how can we obtain 2 -’ which is the inverse of a stochastic operator? 
We make the decomposition 2 = L + .3 into deterministic and random parts. Thus 
if 
Y = n,,d”ldt” + a,,_ ,d”-‘idr”-’ + . . + rl,didt + ~1~~. 
where any of the coefficients after II,, may be stochastic, we can take cl,,d”idt” as L and 
the remainder for 2. Or, we can let L = (Y) and 8? = Y - L. Thus if each coefficient 
0 Y = (a,) + cx,(t, w) where cx, is the random part of II”, then 
L = i (c~,)d”idt” 
9-t = c cx,(r, co) d”idr”. 
Y = 0 
Having made the above operator decomposition we have 
Yy = Ly + 9ty = .K. 
Solving for Lp, 
We have seen if L- ’ is determinable, we can write 
If the L is chosen to be (Z), it may give us a Green’s function which is a bit difficult to 
determine. In this case we can let L be simply the first term or highest ordered derivative 
leaving the remainder to %.a Then letting n,, be I or dividing through by CI,,, L = d”ldt” 
’ Then 3 is no lorqer zero-mean as in the case L = (9). We can write also R + 3 (see [3]). 
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and L -’ will simply mean as many integrations from 0 to t as there are differentiations 
in L. Evaluation of L - ‘L in (2). a simple calculus problem nou, yields 
?: - y(O) - Q’(O) - . . - t”p’(O):n! 
Thus (2) becomes 
4’ = y(0) + f?"(O) -t . . . + t”p’(O)/n! + L-lx - L-‘s?y 
Let x0 = y(O) + t?‘(O) + . . t”y’“‘(O)/n! + L -‘x hence 
y = j-0 - L-‘?PLy = 2?-‘.r (3) 
Now we assume y, or equivalently Ye- ‘x, is decomposed into J = 10 + ye + . = 
L&j-‘.r + Y;‘.r + . . . . Thus 
)’ = y() - L-’ ?a[>‘0 + y1 + . .I 
= 4’0 - L-‘%yo - L-‘Yty, - . . . . 
Consequently 
YI = -L-l %y, 
y2 = -L-l %y, 
etc. 
Each component yi is determinable in terms of yi_, and ultimately y. which we knew. 
Let’s assume all initial conditions are zero so y. = L -‘.Y for simplicity. To get (y) we 
need only take the expectation of y = y. + y, + y2 + . . . where y. = L - Ix and y, = 
L-‘ZL-‘x, yz = L-‘CAL-‘SL-‘.r, etc. 
(Y> = L-‘(x) - L-‘(%)L_‘(4 - L-‘(3-tL-‘9i)L-‘(x) - . . 
Since we can quite generally assume statistical independence of the input and the system 
(the grass and the cow), we have no problem of statistical separability which arise in 
conventional methods. 
The nonlinear problem is much harder to discuss but it too can be solved completely. 
Suppose we consider the equation 
Ly + GRy -I- Ny + Ay = x, 
where L is linear deterministic, 3 is linear stochastic, N is a nonlinear deterministic 
operator and ~tl is a nonlinear stochastic operator. Now any one, two, or three of the four 
terms on the left may vanish or all may be present. Thus the above equation, which we 
may write simply as 9y = X, contains within it all the possible differential equations, 
whether deterministic or stochastic, linear or nonlinear. Assuming L is invertible (we have 
discussed what to do if it is not), we solve for Ly thus 
Ly = x - 9?,y - Ny - ~111~. 
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The nonlinear terms are written in terms of Adornian’s ,-I,, polynomials which depend on 
t he particular nonlinearity-we will discuss this in a moment.-Then 
L_v = .Y - 3x1 - c A,, - 2 ‘-ii,. 
For simplicity let’s assume initial conditions are zero, then 
.“=L -‘.r - L_‘B_y - L-1 c A, - L-’ c A;, 
= ?‘o - L-‘s?(y, + ?‘, + . . .) - L-‘[Ao i A, + 
Thus 
.] - L-‘[A; 4 A ; + . .]. 
yI = -L-‘%y, - LP’Ao - L-IA’ 0 
y 2 = -L-l%)‘, - L-IA, - L-IA; 
etc. 
Every term y,, is calculable in terms of premding terms. This means no closure ap- 
proximations become necessary in stochastic cases and we have a nonperturbative theory 
with no special assumptions on the nature of the processes. 
This looks simple enough. Can the A,z be calculated’? Yes. This is the difficult part, 
but the difficulty lies only in the explanation. They have been calculated for all kinds of 
nonlinearities. 
To find the A,, for the case where Ny = f(y) we assume y = c A”?,, (where A is a 
II = 0 
r 
convenient parameter and not assumed small), and Ny = c h”A,,. Now a generating 
,I = rl 
formula is given by 
A,, = (l/n!)(d”/dh”)f(y(A)) IhzO 
or in abbreviated form 
A,, = (l/n!)Pf I~=o. 
If Ny = f(y) = y2 for example, 
A0 = D”f IhzO = y’ IhzO = (y. + Ay, + A’y? + . . .)’ I+J = y; 
A, = D’f /h=O = (d/dA)(y” + Ay, + A’yZ + . . .)’ 
= (d/dh)(y; + Ihyoy, f . .) (h=o = 2y,y,. 
Similarly if f(y) = e? 
Ao = f(_yo) = e”” 
A, = (d/dh)[c”“‘“““. -1 IhcO = y,e~” 
etc. 
Chapter 7 of [I] discusses the procedure in more detail. 
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For n 2 I. we can write the D”f in the equation above as 
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D-f = 5 di. n)i?i) 
i= I 
where F(i) = d’fidq.’ and the coefficients c(i.j) are calculable from a recurrence relation 
c(i, j) = (d/dX){c(i. j - I)} + (dyidh){c(i - 1, j - 1)) 
for 1 5 i, j 5 II when c(i, j) is the ith coefficient for D/f with ~(0, 0) = 1 and ~(1. 0) = 
0. The c(i. j) have been calculated and are discussed in [I] and given in tables in [31 and 
need not be discussed further in this paper. Since this paper is intended for general sci- 
entific readers, further mathematical detail would be inappropriate. Formulas exist and 
methods for generating them can be programmed or published as tables for general use 
(to be published). Think of the A,, as a very special set of polynomials A,, like the Hermite 
polynomials or Laguerre polynomials, for example, which are generated for the particular 
nonlinearity. Then when IVY is written as c A,,, the decomposition method will give the 
solution. 
Is the solution then obtained, the correct solution? It is an “approximation” method. 
However, it is not to be viewed as less accurate than a so-called “exact” method. All 
modelling is an approximation and if we change a nonlinear stochastic problem by Ii- 
nearizing it, or assuming S-correlated or small magnitude fluctuations or by making closure 
approximations, then an “exact” solution of this grossly simplified and different model 
may be, and generally is, very much less accurate than an “approximate” solution of the 
real problem if it can be done. It is to be noted too that once we realize we are less limited 
by the mathematics, we can develop more realistic and sophisticated models since mod- 
elling physical phenomena involves retention of essential features while striving for sim- 
plicity so resulting equations can be solved. Modelling is always a compromise between 
realistic representation and mathematical tractability. With fewer limitations imposed to 
achieve tractability, we can make models more realistic. We are now able to include 
delayed effects [8] rather than assuming that changes take place instantaneously and can 
make these delays constant, time-dependent, or random. We can deal with coupled non- 
linear equations [7], random initial or boundary conditions, and systems of nonlinear 
partial differential equations [?I. The results are easily obtained and accurate. 
The solution converges with remarkable rapidity and successive terms are easily com- 
puted. In the linear case-whether deterministic or stochastic-convergence had previ- 
ously been established [I]. Proof for the nonlinear case is being published elsewhere [3]. 
In the meantime, a very large number of very difficult problems have been solved and 
the solutions are accurate often within one thousandth of a percent within a very few 
terms. We briefly list only a few very simple equations to show the quality of the results.b 
Emrr~plr: Quadratic equation .Y’ - 5.15.r + 2.37 = 0. In the (first) author’s standard 
form. identify N.r = .t? and write it as X:=0 A,, where the A,, are to be evaluated for N.r 
= .r2. L is multiplication by -5.15. hence L -’ is division by -5. IS. Hence, 
.Y = (2.3715.15) + (I/5.15) c A,,. 
Since .Y = C”- ,,-o x,,. ~~~ is identified as the first term, or 
-ro = 2.3715.15 = ,460. 
’ The examples are deliberately very simple! Very difticult problems appear in (3. 4) and similarly show 
rapidly convergent. accurate computable solutions. 
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Then XI is the second term with A. = .ri 
.r I = (1/5.lj)A, = .0411 
.rz is the second term with A, = 7_r,,.r, 
.r: = .00735 
etc. 
An approximation to only three terms given by b2 = _ro + .r, + _rl = .5OS15. If \ve call 
this result one of the roots rl_, then r, = 2.37/.50845 = 4.6612. Then (.I - .50845)(.r - 
4.6612) = .rr2 - 5.1685.~ + 2.37 = 0 which is very close. The coefficient of .r has less 
than 0.3 percent error. For calculating only three terms the approximation is excellent 
and unlike procedures like Picard, successive terms are just as easily computed. 
E.yample: Cubic equation .r7 - 4.r - I = 0 
I = -0.25 + 0.25 C A,, 
where A,, are evaluated for s). We get _rO = -0.25 and 
-r I = 0.25A. = 0.25.r: = -0.00039 
_V? = 0.25A, = 0.25 (3.+,) = -0.00018 
x3 = 0.25Az = 0.25(3.r$rz + 3.ro.rf) 
The approximation to only three terms is $.l = -0.254 with no more change to three 
decimal places. Computing six terms yields -0.25410168 which has eight place accuracy. 
The method will yield solution of polynomial equations to any degree as well as equations 
involving trigonometric or exponential terms. 
Example: Polynomial equation ,v’ - 15s~ + 85? - 225-G + 274.~ - 120 = 0 
The method yields the smallest root which is I. Dividing by .Y - 1 we can repeat the 
process for the next root which is 2, etc. The error became less than 10 percent by ten 
terms and can be carried as far as necessary. 
E.rample: Transcendental equation I = (v/4) + sin(.r/2) = .Y~) + c A,, 
Computation of four terms yields an error < 2 percent and five terms yield an error 
< 0.1 percent. Ten terms yield an error < 0.005 percent. 
E.mmple: Transcendental equation .r = k + sin k*_u 
Choose k = 0.7853981634 and p. = l/2. An II-term approximation yields the solution 
1.447573642 which is in error by < 0.005 percent. 
E.rample: Exponential equation x = k + e --.‘(, k > 0. Choose L = 2 
We find x = xf=o (- I)“+’ (n”-‘ln!)e-“’ and a 7-term approximation is 2.1200133 
whose error is only 0.0007 percent. If we carry it to a 9-term approximation, the error is 
approximately 1/10,000 of 1 percent. 
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Example: Exponential equation .r = 1 + e --.r sin G 
A J-term f!) approximation is already less than 0.3 percent. By 7 terms the error is less 
than 4il0,OOO of 1 percent. 
E.ranrple: Negative Powers .Y = 2 + .r-’ 
The final solution is 2.205569431. The error is less than 1 percent, actually 0.52 percent. 
by the 3rd term and 0. I5 percent by 6 terms. 
Example: Rational Power .r = 2 + x~“’ 
Four terms yields 3.396180641 which is within l/l00 of I percent. 
Exnmple: Irrational Power .r = (liri) - .yn yields 0.296736 by 5 terms which is within 
l/l00 of 1 percent. 
‘Example: With e--“, .r = 2 + e--” gives 2.0171 I_5 by four terms-an error of less than 
l/l000 of I percent. 
E.rrrmple: Differential equation y’ f y2 = - 1 yields the series for - tan f by writing J 
= L-‘(- I) - L-’ x A,,, evaluating the A,, just as in the quadratic equation example 
and doing simple integrations from 0 to t represented by the L--I. Thus the first term is 
--t. The next is -t’/3!, then -2tS15! etc. 
Example: Differential equation y” + 4y = 0 
y(O) = 00 
y’(0) = cl’. 
The equation is written y = y(O) + r?‘(O) - 4L -‘y. For a second order equation with 
initial conditions, the y, term will be y(O) + ty’(0) + L-lx. In this case .r = 0 so that 
y,, = No + Cl’1 
y, = -4L-Iyo = -2cror - : 3 n,t3 
2 2 
y:! = -4L_‘y, = T”“P + ~c7,P 
y = (10 I - 21’ + 2 fJ ‘ . . 
i 3 I [ 
+ 0, f - ; p 
2 
+ -fS... 
15 I 
[ 
= (- ])y[)‘l 
=no l+ 2 
I [ 
+;a, 
= 
2t+ c 
( - 1)Q)” - ’ 
k= I (2k)! k= ( (2/t + I)! I 
1 
= cl0 COs 2t + I, fl, sin 2t. 
It takes much more work to get the result by power series. Examples involving very 
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difficult nonlinear equations containing radicals. composite nonlinearities. etc. vvill appear 
in specialized publications. 
E.rample: Differential equation 
Write in the standard form 
where L = dldt or 
with Ny = -4” 
Fy = Ly + NY = x(t) = t’ 
r 
F- ‘.Y = y = y. + L -’ c A,, 
,I = 0 
=yo+y, +)‘z+ . . . 
?‘[) = y(O) + IL-‘? 
_Yl = L-‘/i” 
?: 1 = L-IA, 
to get 
4 
?’ = I + t + 1: + - t3 + . . . 
3 
E.rrtmp/c: Partial differential equation in I~(s, t). Consider 8’~iii.r’ - d/ddt = 0 with initial 
conditions rr(0, t) = t, II(.V, 0) = .r’/ 2, h/(0, t)/d.r = 0 provides the solution [I = t + (.r’/ 
2) with 6 terms providing the solution within 2 percent and IO terms providing a solution 
within 0. I percent error. 
E.rample: Partial differential equation in .Y. y, z, t 
we get 
L 
II = c (3/4”1’ I(.\. - ?’ + ; - I) 
,I = 0 
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to within .02 percent error in six terms. Examples such as this. as vvell as nonlinear four 
dimensional cases are discussed in 121. 
A number of nonlinear p.d.e., e.g., in I/(X. T, :. t) as well as systems of nonlinear 
equations have been carried out also [Z-4]. but will not be discussed here because this 
paper is intended for a more general audience. Even equations like the Navier-Stokes 
equations applicable to hydrodynamics, aerodynamics. and blood circulation are being 
carried out presently. 
Cases of complex roots, irrational roots, high degree polynomials. or algebraic equa- 
tions with random coefficients have also been done and will be published in appropriate 
publications. Obviously the possibilities and complications cannot be covered in one gen- 
eral paper. The method is not limited to algebraic equations. It was developed for dif- 
ferential equations or partial differential equations which may involve strong nonlinearity 
or randomness in coefficients, inputs, or boundary conditions 151 and is valuable also for 
systems of coupled equations [7] or equations involving delays [El. It also provides a 
method of inversion of large matrices [3]. 
How does the method compare with other methods‘? It is easier to apply than Newton’s 
method; its applicability is less restricted by conditions to be met; it doesn’t require a 
starting point; and it is far more general. For systems of equations, the situation becomes 
much worse for Newton’s method. There is a possibility of achieving faster convergence 
in some problems by starting with this method and switching to Newton’s method after 
a good start and there are also other rapid convergence methods without a change from 
the decomposition method as discussed in [I]. Comparison with Picard’s method in the 
case of differential equations [I] shows clear superiority of the decomposition method 
since the successive terms do not become cumbersome and difficult to calculate. (In the 
stochastic case there is no comparison at all [I]. The Picard method becomes useless 
while the decomposition method yields a natural statistical separability that allows all 
terms to be calculated easily.) Suppose we solve dyidr = t’ + y’ ; ~(0) = I. The decom- 
position method yields 
yo = y(0) f L-‘(t’) 
)‘I = L_‘A,) 
yz = L-IA, 
y3 = L-IA2 
with AU = y;, A I = ZOOMS, JZ = y: + 2~“y~, . and the immediate solution 
4 
?’ = I + t + t’ + 3 1” + . . . 
With Picard, the answer is less accurate and successive integrals become increasingly 
cumbersome. In any stage of approximation, the integral of the entire previous stage 
involves nonlinear transformation and successive calculations change many of the pre- 
ceding terms. 
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The hierarchy procedures are too difficult for nonlinear and/or stochastic sqtiations 
and even in linear cases. involve closure approximations Lvhich are unnecessary with the 
decomposition method. For large fluctuations, the decomposition is greatly superior in 
accuracy to perturbative or hierarchy methods [I]. 
Some final remarks on modelling are of interest. This methodology allows us to make 
more realistic models incorporatin, 0 nonlinear and/or stochastic behavior and still solve 
the equations. However, modelling still involves great difficulties. Real nonlinear systems 
are very sensitive to small changes in functions or in initial conditions. Consider. for 
example, the equation dyidr = (y - I)‘, y(O) = I for which the solution is a cotutotlt. 
_v = 1. Then consider dyidr = y’ - 2p + 1.01 = (x - I)’ + .Ol whose solution is )’ = 
I + (1110) tan (X/IO) which has vertical asymptotes at (2X- + 1)(57). X- = 0. 2 I. ?1, . 
and is periodic. Finally consider dyidu = (I’ - I)’ with y(O) = 1.01 instead of 1.0 whose 
solution is y = 1 - I/(X - 100) which represents a hyperbola with one vertical asymptote. 
Yet it is difficult or impossible in the modelling of a physical problem to determine func- 
tions or initial conditions with such precision. Thus anomalies arise as a result of the 
modelling. 
The decomposition method [l] cannot answer all such difficulties; they are inherent in 
modelling and it is clear that wherever nonlinearities and/or stochasticity is involved, 
without question serious new looks at models now used are in order. The earlier models 
would be an excellent guide. One first seeks gross understanding with linearized deter- 
ministic or perturbative models. After analysis and tests against reality and deeper un- 
derstanding, one can consider more sophisticated models and seek deeper understanding. 
One further advantage is interesting to note. In our example dp/d.r = (y - I)’ with 
~(0) = I, the decomposition method yields the solution without step size considerations 
as in Runge-Kutta or Euler methods. There is no truncation error. Round-off errors can, 
of course, exist. Finally, in solving simultaneous nonlinear equations, initial points are 
obtained easily in the method. 
ItI sol\jirlg corrpleci notllitzeclr diffcrenticrl rqurrtions or say 0 tt~irltiditt~et~siorlal CClSC- 
a notzlitlcrlr partial differential equntion in s, y, ;. t, w u,itll w E (0, F, FJ, CI pruhbilit~ 
space, i.e., lit1 cqrlution in~*olL~it2g stoclicutic. c.oc~j]icic’tzts, inputs, atlti holrtIdar~ cotitiitiotis, 
the decotnpositioti ttietlzoct yields .sollrtiotis bt~ittzolrr liticnrixtion or a.ssirmptiotis Of.f‘sttltill 
flirc.tlratiotis or tzonliticaritics, or qrrasitnotioclzrotrlcrti~ nppro.rittlations 01’ reSOt7 tO t-e- 
stricteri atlcl I’cry specirrl helia\~ior for the processes [l, 31. 
The equations are treated as very general operator equations and the solution is written 
as an assumed decomposition into components to be found with expansion of nonlinearities 
in terms of specially generated sets of polynomials defined by Adomian [II for the par- 
ticular nonlinearities. The components can be found successively in a cottlpi(tablc manner 
with as much accuracy as required. 
Enormous implications exist for solving frontier problems of science and engineering 
from the national economy [8] to problems of biology [9]. medicine, energy [IO]. hydro- 
dynamics, and performance of satellites and spacecraft [ill. 
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